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ABOUT MARINET
The MaRINET2 project is the second iteration of the successful EU funded MaRINET Infrastructures Network, both
of which are coordinated and managed by Irish research centre MaREI in University College Cork and avail of the
Lir National Ocean Test Facilities.
MaRINET2 is a €10.5 million project which includes 39 organisations representing some of the top offshore
renewable energy testing facilities in Europe and globally. The project depends on strong international ties across
Europe and draws on the expertise and participation of 13 countries. Over 80 experts from these distinguished
centres across Europe will be descending on Dublin for the launch and kick-off meeting on the 2nd of February.
The original MaRINET project has been described as a “model of success that demonstrates what the EU can achieve
in terms of collaboration and sharing knowledge transnationally”. Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, European
Commissioner for Research, Innovation and Science, November 2013
MARINET2 expands on the success of its predecessor with an even greater number and variety of testing facilities
across offshore wind, wave, tidal current, electrical and environmental/cross-cutting sectors. The project not only
aims to provide greater access to testing infrastructures across Europe, but also is driven to improve the quality of
testing internationally through standardisation of testing and staff exchange programmes.
The MaRINET2 project will run in parallel to the MaREI, UCC coordinated EU marinerg-i project which aims to
develop a business plan to put this international network of infrastructures on the European Strategy Forum for
Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) roadmap.
The project will include at least 5 trans-national access calls where applicants can submit proposals for testing in
the online portal. Details of and links to the call submission system are available on the project website
www.marinet2.eu
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1 Introduction & Background
1.1 Introduction
Blades are a critical component of wind O&M costs, there are currently no continuous measuring sensors and
therefore they need to be constantly inspected and monitored for environmental damages and wear and tear.
BladeInsight (formally Pro-Drone) has developed and commercialized a solution to carry out autonomous drone
inspections of wind turbine blades. This both allows to decrease the costs and safety of other alternative such as
man rope inspection.
To date BladeInsight has inspected more than 11000 onshore wind turbine blades in 16 countries
all of which were onshore except for one.
The value of drone inspections is even higher offshore as the speed, cost and safety of the operation, in comparison
with rope inspections, is several folds better.
In summer 2019, BladeInsight carried out offshore trials over fix offshore wind turbines, which highlighted the
logistical and technical challenges of carrying out drone operations offshore. This includes IMU (Inertial
Measurement Unit) sensor calibration, coordination with vessel crew as well as take-off and landing procedures.

Offshore Blade Inspection Trials – 2019 – Courtesy of BladeInsight

In October 2020, through Marinet2 Call 5, BladeInsight was selected to perform some tests on SEM-REV test site
in order to continue unlocking the challenges related to Blade Inspection of both fix and floating offshore wind
turbine. The project is referred to as OFFIL: OFshore Flight Inspection Logistics.
OFFIL final objective is to perform blade inspection of the 2MW FLOATGEN Offshore Wind Turbine, owned by BW
Ideol and tested since 2018 on SEM-REV test site.

SEM-REV Test– Courtesy of SEM-REV

The present documents outlines the work carried out and results of the OFFIL project.
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1.2 Development So Far
1.2.1 Introduction to BladeInsight Solution
BladeInsight’s provides a fully integrated turn-key solution for the inspection of wind turbine blades resorting to
autonomous UAVs and post processing tools to leverage the data collected and deliver high quality reports.
Manual flights have proven to be insufficiently robust or safe to deploy at scale as they imply that the entire
operation is dependent on pilot skill which introduces a high degree of uncertainty into the operation. This is
particularly critical regarding the consistency of the data collected and the ability to be productive throughout a
day of operations.
Furthermore, an inspection generates hundreds of high-resolution images and sorting through them is laborious
and time consuming unless you have a specialized tool for that purpose. For that purpose, BladeInsight has
developed a cloud platform that automatically ordering the images, allocating them to the right side and position,
and providing scale for defect measurement. It is by combining these two aspects that BladeInsihgt delivers a
comprehensive solution for wind blade inspections.

Autonomous Drone Inspection:
• Automation ensures a reliable, repeatable flight path
• High quality images with 0.4mm/pixel resolution
• Proven track-record in safety
• 100% blade coverage from root to tip
• Up to 10 turbines inspected per day
• Reduced downtime
• Autonomous navigation using LiDAR
technology
• No need for pre-defined flight path

Autonomous Drone Inspection-Courtesy BladeInsight

Data visualization and analytics:
• Cloud-based AI-powered platform for O&M management
• Automatically organized data with intuitive navigation
• Consolidates data from multiple sources
• AI-assisted damage identification and categorization
• Time series function for damage tracking over time
• Provides analytics and insights on the state of blades
• Allows for data-driven maintenance planning with long-term optimization
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Drone Inspection Data Acquisition example-Courtesy BladeInsight

1.2.2 Stage Gate Progress
Previously completed: ✓
Planned for this project: 
STAGE GATE CRITERIA
Stage 1 – Concept Validation
• Payload with 2D Lidar and associated post-processing pipeline of BladeInsight
• Trials with various drones, various attachment systems
• Development of a software to ease the inspection process and drone command
• Initial tests
Stage 2 – Design Validation for Onshore Application
• Trials on onshore wind turbines – Blade Inspection
• Payload commercially available with 2D Lidar + development of user manuals for onshore
application
• Augment the perception algorithms with the 3D Lidar
Stage 3 – Design Validation for Offshore Application
• Investigate market opportunities / market needs
• Validate take-offaAnd landing from a wind turbine’s platform offshore
• Understand the regulatory framework for drone offshore flights in France
• Validate take off and landing from a vessel offshore under various conditions (vessel type, meteo
conditions, etc)
• Perform trials with stabilising platform
• Perform blade inspection of a Floating Wind Turbine from a Vessel

1.2.2.1

Status
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓


✓
✓





Regulatory Framework- Offshore Flights in France

BladeInisght has its drone and pilots registered with the ANAC: the Portuguese Civil Aviation Authority. The
European Drone Regulation is currently evolving toward standardised rules to be common to all European
countries. However, at the time of the present project, flying in France, and particularly on SEM-REV test site which
is classified D18 implies numerous administrative tasks. A first step for BladeInsight is to understand the process
of obtaining the suitable authorisation in due time.
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Geoportail.Gouv Map- restricted area for AUV flights in”Open Category”

1.2.2.2

Validate take-off and landing from a vessel

Drone take-off and landing, from a vessel present various challenges, especially in autonomous mode.
Various points need to be validated such as:
•
•
•
•
•

1.2.2.3

Interferences between the vessel components and the drone (magnetic interferences potentially
impacting drone navigation system)
Interferences between the vessel components and the payload
The effect of the vessel movement on the payload initialization routines
Acceptable deck space for take-off and landing
Acceptable sea state and wind conditions, in other words: operability limits.

Perform trials with stabilising platform

Depending on the results of vessel trials, drone take off and landing could be optimised using stabilisation
platform. ECN is to test a stabilisation platform for the purpose of the project.

1.2.2.4

Perform blade inspection of a Floating Wind Turbine From a Vessel

If autonomous drone inspection has already been proven for onshore wind turbines, inspecting a moving
Floating wind turbine from a CTV presents several challenges. Various points needs to be validates among which:
-

The ability of the drone to inspect the autonomously and continuously the blade of a floating wind turbine
stopped at a given position;
Maintain a satisfactory safety distance between the drone and the blade;
Maintain a satisfactory safety distance between the CTV and the floater= perform the inspection at a given
horizontal distance;
Ideally have sufficient autonomy to perform the inspection of the three blades during the same flight.
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2 Outline of Work Carried Out
2.1 OFFIL PROJECT PLAN
OFFIL project is conducted in two Phases:
•

PHASE 1: Validate Take-Off and Landing From typical CTV (Crew Transfer Vessel)

Phase 1 tests were initially planned on SEM-REV test site. However, due to COVID related restrictions, it was
not possible for BladeInsight (company based in Portugal) to transit to France for the trials. Phase 1 was
therefore split in two sub phases:
•

•

Phase 1A: Vessel Behaviour and Stabilisation Platform Tests on SEM-REV site
Phase 1A is performed by ECN (Ecole Centrale de Nantes) and aims at characterising CTV vessel
motions using IMUs sensors and at testing a stabilisation platform.
Two offshore trials were performed, one beginning of June and the other beginning of July. Tests
equipment, set up and results are described in Section 2.2.
Phase 1B: Preliminary Drone Take Off and Landing trials offshore- in Portugal
Phase 1B consists in performing a first series of tests in order to:
- Understand the constraints related to take-off and landing from a small CTV, including the
potential magnetic interferences with the drone navigation system
- Understand the operational limits related to drone take-off and landing
- Collect drone and payload IMU sensor data

These tests were performed beginning of July. Tests equipment, set up and results are described in Section
2.3.

•

PHASE 2: Perform final offshore trials and Blade Inspection

After completion of Phase 1 and optimisation of the system based on the results obtained, the objective of
Phase 2 is to perform the inspection of BW Ideol Wind Turbine Blades using BladeInsight technology, with
drone take-off and landing from a CTV located near the floating wind turbine.
These tests were initially planned in August 2021, but were delayed due to non-suitable weather conditions
and maintenance on SEM-REV and had to be postponed end of September. Unfortunately, end of September
was equally not compatible for offshore drone tests in terms of weather conditions. Moreover, Marinet2
requirements
was
to
finalise
the
testing
prior
to
end
of
September.
Phase 2 could therefore not be completed in the framework of the present Marinet 2 project. ECN and
BladeInsight are nevertheless still in discussion to pursue with the test next year. Evolution of the planning over
the project is illustrated below.
Section 2.4 summarises the equipment and program which was envisaged for Phase 2 tests.
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OFFIL-Initial Planning-May2021
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OFFIL-Updated Planning August 2021
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Not compatible with Marinet2 project Target date.
Test reprogramming under over funding under
discussion between BladeInsight and ECN

OFFIL-Updated Planning September 2021
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2.2 Phase 1A
The Phase 1A sea trials were designed with the objective to prepare the drone tests on SEM-REV field test site.
Two main aspects have been foreseen: to check the capacity of the drone to take-off and “land” from a medium
size CTV in the usual sea and wind climates, to anticipate on some likely improvements from the return of
experience of Phase 1B tests.
The sea trials were based on JLD Maely, an usual Crew Transfer Vessel based at St Nazaire harbour and allowed to
access Floatgen floating wind turbine. The CTV is a 18m long, 30t displacement Aluminium monohull powered by
twin hydrojets (with the maximum speed of 25 knots). The cabin for passengers is located to the aft. The front deck
consists of an area of about 25m² dedicated to the cargo or, within this Marinet 2 project, to the drone landing
platform.
It should be mentioned that in June and July 2021, this vessel was the only CTV available for such tests. From
September 2021, a new and larger CTV entered in the local fleet : JLD Jayce, a 26m long, 120t displacement
catamaran.

JLD Maely, CTV used for sea tests of Phase 1A

Two successive stages of tests were performed in order :
- to implement and to improve the experimental set-up;
- to get a preliminary knowledge of the CTV behaviour in waves (transit phase) and at null or low speed
(flying drone operations);
- to check and to validate the dynamic performances at sea of a robotic stabilising platform which is
expected to reduce risks for the drone during landing phase : risks for the payload to hit an obstacle and
risks for an operator manually helping to catch or to secure the drone.
The experimental setup on board the CTV is mainly relying on the use of 2 IMUs, a GNSS receiver and a dedicated
data acquisition system. Ship motion data (6 DoF) are provided by a high accuracy IMU (with marine navigation
grade Fiber Optic gyroscopes) and a miniature industrial grade IMU is mounted on the drone landing platform
(either Rx-Ry stabilised or not). GNSS signals are providing additional components such as ship speed and position.
Relative wind speed is periodically measured at the bow and the wave climate is given by the DataWell waverider
located on SEMREV test site. The analog and numeric data from the different instruments, as well as images from
an onboard camera, are logged and time stamped by a laptop running Intempora - RTMaps® software. The whole
system, including onboard electrical power and local ethernet network, was prepared and installed by SEMREV
team.
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2.2.1 Results
The first sea trial was performed from 7:00 to 18:00 on the 3rd of June and second trials on the 8th of July 2021. The
vessel was JLD Maely departing from St Nazaire harbour and returning to the same port. The area of navigation
was in the South of SEMREV test site.
The first tests were designed to check the technical aspects and to solve the difficulties related to the installation
of scientific equipment on board a crew transfer vessel : electrical power, data transfer, etc. The setup gave also
the opportunity to validate the global accuracy of the instrumentation.

Screen capture of the data acquisition interface onboard JLD Maely on the first tests at sea

View of the experimental setup (at the end of the second tests)

The second sea trials were performed with the aim of checking the behaviour of a 50kg payload mounted on a
stabilised platform compared the same platform without payload. The company Somag AG – Jena kindly
provided two NSM 400 platforms in order to help us to reach this objective.
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As an example the following curves are showing the roll and pitch data from the CTV at low speed and the roll and
pitch data measured at the level of the 50kg payload mounted on the stabilised platform. The record was done at
13:42 the 8th of July, with a Hs of about 1m.

From these two tests at sea, the main outcomes are listed below:
-

A dedicated experimental setup may be available at SEM-REV test site for onboard measurements on
different commercial vessels;
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-

A roll and pitch stabilised platform for flying drone landing could be an innovative solution to increase
safety for operators and to reduce risks for delicate payload.
This device is expected also to provide opportunities to increase the operational capacities to perform
wind turbine blades inspections from usual CTV with larger wave heights (as long as the wind conditions
are permitting).

2.3 Phase 1B
2.3.1 Test Overview
Test location and weather conditions
The tests were performed at WindFloat Atlantic, an offshore floating wind farm located 20km off the coast of Viana
do Castelo, Portugal. The WindFloat Atlantic project has three V164-8.4MW wind turbines mounted on the semisubmersible WindFloat platforms that are anchored to the seabed at a water depth of 100m. The rotor diameter
of each turbine is 164m and the tip height, including base, tower and rotor, is 190m.
The weather was at the limit of the operational conditions that was initially estimated - wind speed 12 m/s and
wave height 1,5 Hs. Future additional tests will help at further defining and validate these operability limits.

StormGeo weather forecast for 08 July’21

Vessel

Windcat MK3FP operated during Phase 1B tests
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Year
Type
Length (m)
Classification
Deck Area (m2)
Access system
Bollard push
Speed

2009
Windcat MK3FP
18
MCA Category II
Fore Deck 22m2 / Aft Deck 6m2
Windgrip (Optional)
8t
28 knots

Payload and drone setup

BladeInsight payload system
DJI Matrice 300 RTK drone

The BladeInsight payload system comprised of 2 axis gimbal, sensors (LIDAR, cameras), onboard computer and
other supporting electronics (gimbal controller, communication etc). Using our sensors, the onboard computer
creates in real-time a map of the wind turbine and navigates the drone around it autonomously, by means of
the DJI Onboard SDK.
•
•
•
•

Total payload mass 2.5 kg.
Neither turbine's pre-mapping is required nor putting pre-defined parameters (blade length, hub height
etc.).
Simple attachment system (4 bolts).
One connection point to the M300 drone through OSDK port (power and autopilot communication).

The payload is used together with the Matric 300 RTK drone. The airframe design of the Matrice 300 RTK gives
the system an Ingress Protection (IP) rating of IP45, while its mechanical design with quick-release landing gear
and folding arms make the platform incredibly easy to transport, store and prepare for flight. Batteries for the
Matrice 300 RTK are charged and can be stored and transported in the DJI BS60 Battery Station which is capable
of carrying up to eight TB60 batteries and two WB37 remote controller batteries.
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Test plan
1. Embarking equipment.
2. Boat space examination and logistics space planning.
3. Drone assembly and charging station setup.
4. Sensors initial tests (IMU of the drone and the payload) and calibration.
5. Repeated take-off and landing (3 times) at the harbour while calibrating the drone parameters.
6. Travel to an offshore location, safety distance to the turbine.
7. Repeated take-off and landing (3 times safety distance to the turbine while re-checking the drone
parameters.
8. Travel to the turbine location.
9. Positioning hub in 6 hours (Bunny) blade orientation.
10. Flying the drone in close vicinity next to the turbine to check the magnetic interference.
11. Surveying blade with the drone in an autonomous mode.
12. Return to the harbour and disembarking

2.3.2 Results

Repeated take-off and landing (3 times) at the harbour

Repeated take-off and landing (3 times) times safety distance to the turbine
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The test plan for the Phase 1B was successfully executed only until step #8, after which the tests had to be
aborted due to the worsening weather conditions and increased motion sickness of both pilots present.
Here’s the summary of the tests and lessons learned
•
•
•

•

Even though the boat was made out of metal (worse possible conditions for the drone sensors), there
were no issues with the system initialization before taking off.
The payload and the gimbal controller were initializing with no issues. Drone and electronics chosen
for the solution are suitable.
Both pilots got pretty seasick, even after taking medicine against motion sickness. Especially the
effect is noticed while watching the screen or the drone. For future tests some gadgets available
on the market should be considered to reduce the sickness (glasses, wearables).
The boat’s dock size is limited and should be increased given operational conditions of wind speed
12 m/s and wave height 1,5 Hs.

2.4 Phase 2
2.4.1 Regulatory Framework- Flight Authorization Flying at SEM-REV
A new European regulation: Regulation (EU) 2019/947 is currently being implemented to standardise and ease
the procedure related to drone activities in Europe. The new regulation is applicable since December 2020 and
especially concerns “Open Categories” and impose that drone are CE marked, however an ongoing transition
period of two years is being considered in France.
The first step is to be able to define in which category and under which scenario the flight is intended to be
performed. From December 2020 to December 2022 here is how the various categories and scenarios are
defined as per below:
•

Categories:
The categories allow classifying the drone operation according to the risk they might represent and
depending on the planned flight area. 3 categories now exist in the new European regulation:
o

o

o

•

Open category:
▪ Concerns flight were the drone is maintained at sight from the pilot.
▪ Flight over people not authorised
▪ Flight planned in non-classified area with no authorisation needed
▪ Flight restriction depends on the flight scenario described below
Specific category:
▪ The flight can either be done with a drone maintained at sight or out of sight
▪ Flight planned in classified area: authorisation needed, the relevant authority needs to be
contacted
▪ Flight restriction depends on the flight scenario described below and the regulation in
place on the classified area
Certified Category:
▪ Concerns only very risky operations (transport of people , of dangerous material, etc.)

Scenarios
From December 2020 to December 2022: the following scenarios applies
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Scenarios
Populated Area?

Maintain drone
at sight

Maximum
Horizontal
Distance
Between Drone
and Pilot

S3

Yes

Yes

100m

8 kg

120m

S1

No

Yes

200m

150kg

120m

1000m

<=2kg if flight
Altitude>50m,
or 150kg if
flight Altitude
is 50m max

120m

S2

No

Possibly No

Maximal
Drone Mass

Maximal
Flight
Altitude

In the context of OFFIL project, the flight is to take place on SEM-REV test site, located offshore and therefore
under the authority of the CCMAR.
The drone weights less than 150kg, the flight will take place in non-populated area at an altitude of less than
120m and pilote will fly a drone at a horizontal distance of less than 200m maintaining eye contact with the
drone. The flight will therefore be classified under specific category, scenario S1.

For an operator not registered in France and owning a drone, which has also not been register under the French
system, such as BladeInsight, and willing to fly in a zone classified D18 (under the authority of the
CCMAR), here is a summary of the process to be followed (all documents and registration process have
to be submitted in France). The whole process, once finalized is valid for one year.

#

Process Stage

Reference
documentation/guideline
OPERATOR REGISTRATION RELATED PROCEDURE
[1] Register on AlphaTango
enregistrement_exploitant_uas(1).p
as Operator of drone
df

Comments/ Details

[2]

Can be ask any time by the
authorities and should be provided
to CCMAR to get there authorisation
(see below)

Compile a MANEX =
Manual describing
operation and associated
procedures

Template :
Canevas_manuel_exploitation_ma
nex.docx

To be done online as per guideline in
reference.
The following should be displayed on
the drone

PILOTE REGISTRATION RELATED PROCEDURE
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#

Process Stage

[3]

Obtain a drone flying
ability theorical
certificate

Reference
documentation/guideline
• Formulaire attestation
télépilote DGAC (this
formulaire should be filled for
each pilote)

DRONE REGISTRATION RELATED PROCEDURE
[4] Register the Drone on
enregistrer_aeronef_telepilote
AlphaTango
Mandatory for drones
>800g
[5]

User and Maintenance
Manuel

Canevas_manuel_utilisation_entret
ien.rtf

DRONE MANDATORY EQUIPMENT
[6] Equip the drone with
Once obtained- number to be
relevant and unique
provided as part of the above
electronic identification
mentioned drone registration
system
process [4]
[7]

Equip the drone with a
parachute

-

GET AUTHORISATION FROM RELEVANT AUTHORITIES
[8] Inform CCMAR through
• Formulaire LOA.docx
an agreement letter
• Fiche de renseignement.xls
“Lettre d’accord”
• MANEX (see above)
• Insurance certificate covering
the drone to be used
• Attestation d’aptitude aux
fonctions de télé-pilote (pilotes
certification) – see how to
obtain this certificate in [3]
• For drones >2kg : Drone
registration extract and design
certification: this can be obtain
once drone registration
procedure is completed[4]

[9]

Declare the flight

Modèle LOA drone civil (example
of final doc generated by the
CCMAR on completion of the
procedure)
Can be done online few working
days ahead of the flight, and only
once the above process has benn
completed on the website:
AlphaTango

Comments/ Details
It is also possible to directly ask a
certification from the military
authority of the country in which the
operator is based

Number obtain “UAS-FR-[number]
should be display on the drone such
as it is visible at 30cm
To be prepared and to be
maintained updated
Any drone of more than 800kg
should be equipped with an
electronic identification system
Only required for flights inside
populated areas

In the context of flying in D18 zone
(which is the case of the SEM-REV
test site) the documents listed in the
reference column should be filled
and return to : ccmar-atlantiquedrone.charge-aff.fct@intradef.gouv.fr

-
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In the context of OFFIL project and considering that, BladeInsight was only to perform few hours of flight in France,
the above described process was just too time consuming and too complicated to follow, this is without
mentioning the delays to get all the necessary documentation from the relevant authorities with a duration
estimated to at least 2 months.
ECN, with the advice of the CCMAR, therefore decided to consult French companies, already registered and
authorised to fly within zones under the authority of the CCMAR, with the correct pilote certification, and owning
a registered drone similar to the one used by Blade Insight during their trials in Portugal: a DJI Matrice 300RTK.
The French company DroneOnAir was selected as Subcontractor of the OFFIL project.

2.4.2 Test Overview
Test Plan
In order to derisk the final BladeInspection, especially considering that the regulatory constraints conducted to
selecting a subcontractor for drone rental and pilot services, a specific program was implemented.
1. Review test results acquired during the Phase 1B tests
2. Familiarisation of the subcontractor with BladeInsight Payload
a. Meetings to present the system and presentation of BladeInsight payload and software operator
manual.
b. Tests in DroneOnAir Office
3. Conduct preliminary offshore trials
a. Select appropriate vessel
Phase 1B has shown that take-off and landing from relatively small deck (20m²) area could be
quite challenging. A bigger catamaran type CTV vessel was therefore selected instead of the JLD
Maely, initially selected and used in phase 1A and featuring a deck space similar to the Windcat
MK3FP used by BladeInsigth in Phase 1B.

JLD JAYCE- Selected Vessel for Phase 2- Courtesy of LHD
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Year
Type
Length (m)
Classification
Deck Area (m2)
Speed

2012
DAMEN FAST CREW SUPPLIER
26.2
Category II
Fore Deck 90m²
25.1 knots

b. Embarking equipment.
c. Boat space examination and logistics space planning.
d. Drone assembly and charging station setup.
e. Sensors initial tests and calibration.
f. Repeated take-off and landing (3 times) at the harbour while calibrating the drone parameters.
4. Prepare for final blade inspection
a. Perform final set up and trials on onshore wind farm (through one of ECN partner company)
b. Discuss the risks, access procedure, and turbine stop settings with BW Ideol
A preliminary risk assessment was performed and is attached in appendices.
A minimum safety distance to the floating wind turbine was defined at 40m after discussion with
BW Ideol. Phase 1B allowed to confirm planned operational limits: Hs:1.5m and maximum wind
speed:10m/s. It was confirmed with BW Ideol that the turbine could be stopped in bunny position
from shore with a precision of at least +/-5%.

Blade stopped in
Bunny position,
precision +/-5%

Phase 2 Blade Inspection planned test conditions
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5. Final blade inspections at the Ideol offshore site
a. Embarking equipment.
b. Travel to an offshore location, safety distance to the turbine.
c. Positioning hub in 6 hours (Bunny) blade orientation.
d. Flying the drone in close vicinity next to the turbine to check the magnetic interference.
e. Flying the drone in close vicinity next to the turbine to check the magnetic interference.
f. Surveying blade with the drone in an autonomous mode.
g. Review the quality of the collected data and make backups
h. Repeat the surveys for the remaining 2 blades
i. Return to the harbour and disembarking
Results
As reminded and detailed in Section 2.1, the above-described tests were unfortunately not performed due to the
following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Delays induced by the drone regulation in France
Technical problems and delays in the payload preparation by BladeInsight
Maintenance on SEM-REV test site during summer implying incompatibility with OFFIL trials
Weather conditions above operational limits at the latest stage of the project, when the payload and the
drone were ready for the tests and SEM-REV site available

Phase 2 Weather forecast 3days ahead last Marinet2 trials week for GO-NO GO decision
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3 Main Learning Outcomes
3.1 Progress Made
Even though the project has not been fully completed, OFFIL Project has allowed identifying and addressing many
technological and logistical issues that could potentially prevent using autonomous drones to inspect wind turbine
blades offshore.
Majority of the enterprise level drones and payload solutions are affected by the magnetic interference when
placed next to large metal objects. The onboard position and orientation estimation algorithms have to be able to
account for such an interference in order to be usable for a boat application.
Ship motions are of main importance especially when the drone is about to land both for the safety of the operator
and for the integrity of the payload. Preliminary tests in realistic conditions show the advantages provided by a roll
and pitch stabilised landing platform, the drone operator having to focus mainly on heave and not anymore on
rotations.
Moreover, we have identified many points that has to be considered when operating the drone on a boat. Especially
during application where the boat has to navigate around the wind park while the drone’s downtime to change
the batteries has to be minimized. During the project we have identified key logistical and operational issues that
has to be addressed before such an operation.

3.2 Key Lessons Learned
Logistics and flight permissions
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A stable landing platform should provide safety for the drone payload during operational phases onboard
any ship.
Harsher sea conditions (Hs>1.5m) could be allowed with the use of a stabilised landing platform extending
meteo windows for operations.
Even precise weather forecasts (such a StormGeo) can have very high uncertainty when prediction goes
beyond one week.
The operation should be planned for a window of approximately 3 weeks, while the crew must be prepared
to mobilize within 2-3 days to departure to the operation location.
Motion sickness effect is intensified when looking at the drone in the air or when looking at controller’s
monitor. It’s advised to use wearables that could reduce the motion sickness effect and take the medicine
before starting the operation.
Make sure the boat has enough space for save take-off and landing.
Make sure the boat has enough space and power delivery to support the drone’s battery station.
The logistic to obtain flight permissions in many countries can be time and energy consuming. Consider
contacting local drone operators to get more information on the specific laws to save time on deciding
whether rental is a more appropriate approach for the operation.

Drone, payload, electronics
•
•
•

Matrice 300 RTK drone internal sensors and control algorithms (GPS, IM) are compatible with operation
on the boat.
Matrice 300 RTK landing detection algorithms allow landing on a boat even in conditions of high wind (10
m/s) and wave heights (1.5 Hs).
Internal gimbal controller chosen for BladeInsight’s payload is capable to perform initialization algorithms
even when powered in dynamically changing ground level env.
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4 Appendices
4.1 Preliminary risk analysis
A preliminary risk analysis was made based on the below risk matrice:
Severity Index
Indice de
gravité

Likelihood Index
Indice de probabilité
1

2

3

4

5

Remote

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Probable

Très improbable

Improbable

Possible

Probable

Très probable

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

4

6

8

10

3

3

6

9

12

15

4

4

8

12

16

20

5

5

10

15
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Marinet2 – [Deliverable Title]

Some results of the preliminary assessment area presented below.
Description
Drone Small Accident /
Anomally

Prob
(1-5)

Impact
(1-5)

Risk

2

3

6

Mitigation Measure

Post- Prob

Post-Impact

Post-Risk

Planned for spare parts to be brought offshore
(extra propellers, landing gears)

2

2

4

1

2

2

Drone Crash / Collapse

1

5

5

Algorithm are developed so that the drone can no go
closer than 7m from the inspected item. Several
redundancy systems in place.
Multiple trials are to be performed throughout the project
and ahead of FLOATGEN offshore blade inspection

Loss of control of payload
equipment (camera,
cabling, ..)

2

2

4

Plan for spare parts (backup payload, back-up camera)

2

1

2

1

3

3

1

2

2

Magnetometric
interference disabling
correct take-off or landing

3

3

9

Several tests performed throughout the project from
different vessels to study vessel potential interference with
the drone navigation system
Optimization of IMU system
Select appropriate vessel

Man injury during drone
take-off / landing

2

4

8

Where appropriate EPI.
Check that drone pilot possess up to date permit. Work

Marinet2 – [Deliverable Title]

Description

Prob
(1-5)

Impact
(1-5)

Risk

Mitigation Measure

Post- Prob

Post-Impact

Post-Risk

6

Wearing appropriate EPI / protection gear, grab the drone
mid-air
Various test would be conducted throughout the project to
reduce the probability of such event
IMU system to be developed to get a fine understanding
of weather condition / vessel motion
Selection of appropriate vessel with sufficient vessel deck
Monitoring of weather data- GO/NO GO 3 days ahead of
the Inspection

1

2

2

6

Processes to be developed so that the power interruption
can be as short as possible.
Try to find opportunities of combining drone inspection
with BW Ideol maintenance
Drone inspection conducted from the vessel: no need for
BI team to go on Flotagen platform

3

1

3

with experienced pilots. Ensure good communication with
the vessel crew.
Selection of appropriate vessel with sufficient vessel deck
Monitoring of weather data- GO/NO GO 3 days ahead of
the Inspection

Drone not able to land on
vessel deck

Financial losses when
interrupting wind turbine
production

3

3

2

2

